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HIGHLIGHTS

• A composite electrode strategy to fabricate the perovskite solar cells (PSCs) with excellent comprehensive stabilities, particularly 
reverse-bias stability.

• A record efficiency of 23.7% (certified 23.2%) for n-i-p PSCs using Cu as the electrode.

• The strategy can be extended to the combinations of different transparent conducting oxides and low-cost metals.

ABSTRACT Perovskite solar cells (PSCs) have become the represent-
atives of next generation of photovoltaics; nevertheless, their stability 
is insufficient for large scale deployment, particularly the reverse bias 
stability. Here, we propose a transparent conducting oxide (TCO) and 
low-cost metal composite electrode to improve the stability of PSCs 
without sacrificing the efficiency. The TCO can block ion migrations 
and chemical reactions between the metal and perovskite, while the 
metal greatly enhances the conductivity of the composite electrode. 
As a result, composite electrode-PSCs achieved a power conversion 
efficiency (PCE) of 23.7% (certified 23.2%) and exhibited excellent 
stability, maintaining 95% of the initial PCE when applying a reverse 
bias of 4.0 V for 60 s and over 92% of the initial PCE after 1000 h 
continuous light soaking. This composite electrode strategy can be extended to different combinations of TCOs and metals. It opens a 
new avenue for improving the stability of PSCs.
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1 Introduction

Perovskite materials have achieved good performance in 
optoelectronic devices such as perovskite solar cells (PSCs) 
and light emitting diodes (LEDs) [1–4]. However, the stabil-
ity of perovskite optoelectronic devices is still not satisfac-
tory for large-scale applications [5, 6], especially in terms of 
stability in reverse bias [7]. Solar cells can become partially 
shaded under various circumstances, such as the shadow of 
cloud, nearby trees and bird droppings. The shaded cells 
in a solar module end up in reverse bias by being forced to 
pass the photocurrent of its unshaded neighbors. The unfa-
vorable reverse current flow can cause highly conductive 
pathways between electrodes (shunts), resulting in exces-
sive local heating which may cause damage to the cells and 
encapsulants [7, 8]. A protocol has been set by International 
Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) standards (IEC 61646 

and IEC 61215) to test the stability of photovoltaic (PV) 
modules under reverse bias for evaluating the partial shading 
resilience of PV modules [9]. Silicon cells usually break-
down in reverse bias because of avalanche breakdown and 
the breakdown voltage (VBD) is typically more than 15 V. In 
comparison, PSCs exhibit higher density of mobile ions and 
stronger capacitance effect. The accumulated mobile ions in 
PSCs under illumination with high reverse bias voltage is 
easier to tunnel through the perovskite layer to form local-
ized shunts, leading to much lower VBD [10].  Because of the 
high efficiency and low cost, PSCs hold great promise for 
PV markets, nevertheless, unsatisfactory reverse bias stabil-
ity severely restricts it from large scale application. Thus, it 
is urgent to achieve adequate stability under reverse bias.

McGehee et al. [10] studied the relationship between ion 
migration and reverse-bias stability. They demonstrated 
that the breakdown current in reverse bias is most likely to 

originate from the tunneling mediated by mobile ions, which 
indicates that the reverse-bias stability has great correlations 
with interlayer ion migrations between the perovskite and 
electrodes [11]. Irreversible chemical reactions between 
the metal electrode and perovskite layer can appear and can 
deteriorate perovskite film and adjacent layers. For instance, 
metal ions from the electrode can diffuse to the perovskite 
layer under reverse bias, resulting in deep-level defects in the 
perovskite layer and undesirable S-shape curves in perfor-
mance test [12–15]. For the PSCs under light irradiation and 
the electric field, iodine ions can diffuse toward the metal 
electrode, leaving iodine vacancy defects in the perovskite 
[16, 17]. Moreover, migrated iodine can react with the metal 
electrode to generate metal iodide, which increases the series 
resistance of the PSCs, resulting in PCE decay [18, 19]. 
Thus, it is urgent to find an effective way to prevent inter-
layer ion migration and chemical reactions between metals 
and perovskites without sacrificing the PCE [20, 21].

Herein, we proposed a composite electrode strategy to 
fabricate efficient PSCs with excellent reverse-bias sta-
bility (Fig. 1a). We substituted the commonly-used gold 
electrode with the copper (Cu) because of its low price and 
uncompromised conductivity. The price of Cu (~ 0.01 USD 
 g−1) is two and four orders of magnitude lower than of Ag 
(~ 0.64 USD  g−1) and Au (~ 53.29 USD  g−1), respectively 

[22–24]. The TCO can effectively block ion migrations 
and chemical reactions between the metal and perovskite, 
while Cu can greatly enhance the conductivities of the 
composite electrode [25, 26]. The combination of TCO 
with low-cost metal (i.e., ITO + Cu, named as IC) leads 
to composite electrodes with excellent conductivity and 
stability (Fig. 1a). We applied the IC composite electrode 
to PSCs and achieved a champion PCE of 23.7% (certi-
fied PCE 23.2%), which is the record efficiency for n-i-p 
PSCs with low cost metal Cu as the electrode. Moreover, 
the PSCs exhibited excellent stabilities under different 
stressing conditions. The PSCs with composite electrodes 
demonstrate a stable electroluminescence output under a 
forward bias of 1.3 V and can maintain 95% of the initial 
PCE after holding at a reverse bias of 4.0 V for 60 s. In 
addition, the unencapsulated PSCs maintained 92.1% of 
its initial PCE after 1000 h of continuous light soaking in 
 N2 under MPPT and maintained 96.6% of its initial effi-
ciency after continuous heating for 500 h. Furthermore, 
this strategy can be extended to the combinations of differ-
ent TCOs (i.e., ITO, IZO, AZO) and low-cost metals (i.e., 
Cu, Al, Ni). Systematic investigation of the aged devices 
reveals the mechanism of the better stability of the com-
posite electrode. The composite electrode not only pre-
vents interlayer ion diffusion but also enhances the PCEs 
of PSCs. Our composite electrode strategy opens a new 
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venue for high-efficiency stable perovskite optoelectronics 
with low-cost in the future.

2  Experimental and Calculation

2.1  Device Fabrication

The cleaned ITO glass substrates were treated with the UV-
ozone before spin-coating  SnO2 solution (4000 rpm for 
30 s). Afterwards, the substrates were annealed at 150 °C for 
30 min in ambient air. Another UV-ozone was done before 
depositing perovskite films. The perovskite films were fab-
ricated by typical two-step method according to our former 
report [27]. Subsequently, a thin layer of hole transporting 
film was deposited by spin coating spiro-OMeTAD solution. 
Then, 10 nm  MoOx was thermally evaporated as the buffer 
layer. For the composite electrode, indium tin oxide (ITO) 
was deposited onto  MoOx by magnetron radio frequency 
(RF) sputtering with a cylindrical ITO target. Finally, 
100 nm of low-cost metal (Cu/Al/Ni) was thermally evapo-
rated onto TCO to form the composite electrode.

2.2  Materials Characterization

The SEM images and EDS mapping were taken with a 
Hitachi SU8010 instrument. The XRD patterns were meas-
ured by the device of Rigaku SmartLab (copper Kα, λ: 
1.54 Å, 150 mA, 40 kV). XPS spectra were measured by an 
ESCALAB 250Xi system (Thermo Fisher Scientific) with 
aluminium Kα X-ray radiation. AFM images were obtained 
with a Dimension Icon, Bruker system. Auger electronic 
spectrum (AES) was tested with a model PHI-700 nano 
scanning auger system (ULVAC-PHI company, Japan). EL, 
TPV, TPC and EQE were obtained from the Cicci test plat-
form, Italy.

2.3  Device Measurement

The active area is 0.24  cm2 and the aperture area is 0.1 
 cm2. Photocurrent voltage (J–V) curves were obtained from 
a solar simulator (Newport, Oriel Class AAA, 94,043 A) 
and matched with the Keithley 2400 source meter. The light 

Fig. 1  Schematic illustration of different electrodes and performances of corresponding devices. a Schematic illustration of TCO in addition to 
charge transport in composite electrode (i) block metal ion diffusion; (ii) prevent ion diffusion from perovskite and related chemical reactions. b 
Current density–voltage curves for the best performance PSCs with different electrodes. c Diagram of the energy levels of the different layers in 
PSCs. d Histograms of the PCEs for reference (Cu) PSCs and IC-PSCs
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intensity was calibrated with standard silicon reference certi-
fied by NREL. The voltage scan rate was 50 mV  s−1 with a 
step voltage of 20 mV. The operational stability was tested 
with a homemade MPP tracking instrument under continu-
ous illumination with a white LED lamp source, at 25 °C, 
in  N2 condition. The reverse-bias stability of the devices 
was recorded by holding the device for a designated time 
at the respective reverse bias voltage in the dark before J–V 
sweeping under AM 1.5 G illumination.

3  Results and Discussion

3.1  Device Performances of the PSCs

Indium tin oxide (ITO) and Cu were selected as representa-
tive for the composite electrode. The device structure is ITO/
SnO2/perovskite/spiro-OMeTAD/MoOx/IC (Fig. S1a),  MoOx 
is used to protect the perovskite film during ITO sputter-
ing [28]. For comparison, reference PSCs with only Cu as 
the counter electrode were fabricated (Fig. S1b). The cross-
sectional SEM images clearly showed that with an additional 
ITO layer, the Cu layer of the composite IC electrode was 
smoother than that of the bare Cu electrode. The smoother 
Cu film can reflect light more efficiently, which can be help-
ful to harvest long wavelength light that is not completely 
absorbed before reflection.

The n-i-p PSCs were fabricated by a conventional two-
step method [29] with IC and Cu as counter electrodes for 
PSCs with IC composite electrodes (IC-PSCs) and refer-
ence PSCs, respectively. We achieved a champion PCE of 
23.7% (certified PCE of 23.2% in Fig. S2) and 19.0%, with 
an open-circuit voltage (Voc) of 1.14 and 1.07 V, short-
circuit current density (Jsc) of 25.84 and 25.01 mA  cm−2, 

and fill factor (FF) of 80.29 and 71.25% under optimized 
conditions for IC-PSCs and reference PSCs, respectively, 
as shown in Fig. 1b and Table 1. Compared with the refer-
ence PSCs, the Jsc of IC-PSCs increased by 0.83 mA  cm−2, 
the Voc increased by 70  mV, and the FF increased by 
12.69%. We attribute the higher Jsc of IC-PSCs to better 
light utilization, the higher Voc to a better energy level 
alignment [30] (Fig. 1c) and reduced nonradiative charge 
recombinations with the insertion of ITO between Spiro-
OMeTAD and Cu [31, 32], and the higher FF to the larger 
shunt resistance, as indicated by the lower leakage current 
(Figs. S3 and S4). Comparison of the forward and reverse 
scanning results shows that the hysteresis index of IC-PSC 
is much smaller than that of the reference PSC (0.02 vs 
0.07), which is probably due to the better charge transport 
in the IC-PSCs [33]. To further compare the reproducibil-
ity of different PSCs, we fabricated a batch of 20 devices 
each with IC and bare Cu electrodes. As shown in Figs. 1d 
and S5, the reproducibility and overall performance of IC-
PSCs (average PCE: 22.05%) are much better than those 
of the reference PSCs (average PCE: 18.24%). To verify 
the effect of ITO sputtering, we fabricated PSCs with bare 
ITO as the electrode. For PSCs with a bare ITO electrode 
(ITO-PSC), although the FF of the device is only 32.0% 
due to the large lateral resistance of ITO, which contrib-
utes to the series resistance of the PSC [34], its Voc and 
Jsc are close to that of the reference PSC. This means that 
the ITO sputtering process does not damage the underly-
ing perovskite film and has no negative effect on the key 
performance parameters of the PSCs. The optimization of 
ITO thickness is shown in Table S1 and Fig. S6.

Table 1  The best performances of PSCs with different electrodes

Device Jsc (mA  cm−2) Voc (V) FF (%) PCE (%) Hysteresis Rs (Ω  cm−2)

TCO/SnO2/Perovskite/SpiroOMeTAD/MoOx/ITO
 Forward 22.71 1.08 34.15 8.4 0.02 28.7
 Reverse 22.62 1.08 33.79 8.2

TCO/SnO2/Perovskite/SpiroOMeTAD/MoOx/Cu
 Forward 23.73 1.09 73.68 19.1 0.09 2.9
 Reverse 23.72 1.08 68.53 17.6

TCO/SnO2/Perovskite/SpiroOMeTAD/MoOx/ITO + Cu
 Forward 25.88 1.13 79.00 23.2 0.02 2.2
 Reverse 25.84 1.14 80.29 23.7
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3.2  Characterizations of the Carrier Dynamics 
of the PSCs

The impacts of composite electrode on charge carrier recom-
bination were investigated by optoelectrical and electrical 
characterizations, including electroluminescence (EL), 
capacitance frequency (C-F) test, transient photovoltage 
(TPC) and transient photocurrent (TPV) decay under short 
and open circuit conditions. As depicted in Fig. 2a, the 
emission peaks of the PSCs are located at 800 nm, and the 
peak intensity of IC-PSC is approximately 3.4 times higher 
than that of the reference indicating a reduced nonradia-
tive recombination close to the perovskite-HTL interface, 
which is consistent with the higher Voc for the IC-PSC. TPV 
and TPC measurements were applied to explore the carrier 
dynamics of the devices. As shown in Fig. 2b, c, the car-
rier lifetime of IC-PSC is longer than that of the reference 
PSC (7.15 vs 6.22 μs) indicating less carrier traps and trap-
mediated charge recombination occurred in IC-PSC than in 
the reference PSC, which is in accordance with the enhanced 
EL intensity (Fig. 2a). Meanwhile, the photocurrent decay 
of IC-PSC is faster than that of the reference PSC (4.05 vs 
6.49 μs) which indicates better carrier extraction of the IC 

electrode than the Cu electrode. These can be attributed to 
the suppression of ion migrations and a more efficient charge 
extraction by ITO layer in IC-PSCs. Then, we tested the 
open circuit voltage of the device at different light intensi-
ties, as shown in Fig. 2d, the ideality factors of the IC-PSC 
and reference PSC are 1.21 and 1.82, respectively, indicating 
reduced trap-assisted SRH recombination in IC-PSC com-
pared with the reference PSC. The frequency response in 
capacity of the IC-PSC is three orders of magnitude lower 
than that of the reference in C-F test (Fig. 2e), which dem-
onstrates that the composite electrode can effectively reduce 
ion migrations and interfacial charge accumulations [18]. 
The external quantum efficiency (EQE) of the PSCs was 
characterized to reveal the photon to electron conversion 
efficiency at different wavelength. The EQE of the IC-PSC 
is higher than that of the reference PSC in the wavelength 
range from 650 to 800 nm, as shown in Fig. 2f. It might be 
due to the better light reflection property of the ITO or Cu 
of the IC electrode because of smoother interface, which is 
beneficial to harvest the light that is not completely absorbed 
by perovskite layer. This is in good agreement with the 
higher Jsc of IC-PSCs.

Fig. 2  Device characterization and carrier dynamic analysis. a EL spectral response of the IC-PSC and reference PSC. Transient photovoltage 
(b) and transient photocurrent (c) of the IC-PSC and reference PSC. d Voc upon light intensity-modulated J–V measurement of the IC-PSC and 
reference PSC. e Capacitance-frequency (C-F) test of the complete device under darkness and 0 V bias steady-state conditions. f EQE spectral 
response of the IC-PSC and reference PSC
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3.3  Device Stability Performance and Analysis

The IC-PSCs demonstrated all-round stability enhancement 
compared with the reference PSCs. We tested the stability of 
the PSCs in an electric field by applying forward bias (elec-
troluminescence, EL) and reverse bias voltages on the PSCs. 
The EL peak intensity of IC-PSC hardly reduced and main-
tained a very strong electroluminescence after continuous 
operation for 600 s under a forward bias of 1.3 V. In contrast, 
an obvious decay was observed for the reference device, 
which maintained only 40% of the initial intensity under 
the same conditions (Fig. 3a). The results clearly showed 
the superior electrical stability of IC-PSCs. The outstanding 
electrical stability under forward bias indicates that the IC 
composite electrode can be applied not only on PSCs but 
also on perovskite LEDs and other optoelectronic devices 
[9]. To further evaluate the reverse-bias stability of the IC-
PSCs, we performed the test by holding the devices at differ-
ent voltages for a certain time before J–V sweeping (Fig. 3b). 
As shown in Fig. S7, the reference device maintained only 
18% of its initial PCE after holding at a reverse bias of 1.0 V 
for 120 s before J–V sweeping. In comparison, the IC-PSC 
maintained 95% of its initial PCE under the same condi-
tions, demonstrating the superior reverse bias stability of 

PSCs with composite electrode. We then investigated the 
evolution of PSC performances under higher reverse bias. 
The reference devices retained only 60% of its initial PCE 
and completely lost its PCE after holding at 2.0 and 3.0 V 
for 60 s. In comparison, the IC-PSC showed negligible PCE 
decay at 3.0 V reverse bias and even maintained 95% of its 
initial PCE after holding at 4.0 V for 60 s, demonstrating 
excellent reverse bias stability for the PSCs with composite 
electrode [8].

The IC-PSCs also demonstrated good stabilities under 
other (stress) conditions. We tracked the long-term shelf-
life stability of unencapsulated PSCs stored in nitrogen. The 
IC-PSC maintained 91.6% of the initial value after 2000 h 
of storage (Figs. 3c and S8). In contrast, the efficiency of 
the reference PSC decreased to 57% of its initial value only 
after 220 h (Figs. 3c and S9) under the same conditions. 
The decrease of the performance of the reference devices 
is mainly attributed to the reduction of short-circuit current 
density and fill factor (Fig. S10). The rapid decay of the 
performance of the reference PSCs can be related to the low 
formation enthalpy of CuI (Table S2) and the high reactivity 
of Cu toward iodine [35]. The exceptional stability of IC-
PSC clearly demonstrated the function of ITO as a blocking 
layer to prevent interlayer ion diffusion and reactions.

Fig. 3  Comprehensive stability performance of unencapsulated PSCs. a EL stability performance of IC-PSCs and reference PSCs. b Reverse-
bias stability performance of IC-PSC and reference PSC tested by J–V sweeping after 60 s under different reverse biases. c The long-term sta-
bility performance of the IC-PSC and reference PSC in  N2 (25 °C). d The MPP tracking performance of the IC-PSC and reference PSC under 
continuous light illumination (white LED, neither cooling nor UV filters were used in this test). e Humidity stability performance of IC-PSC and 
reference PSC (relative humidity, ~ 50%). f Thermal stability performance of IC-PSC and reference PSC aged at 70 °C in a glove box
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Figure 3d shows the stability of the PSCs under maximum 
power point (MPP) tracking under continuous light soaking 
in the  N2 atmosphere. The IC-PSCs maintained more than 
92.1% of the initial efficiency after 1000 h of MPP track-
ing, which is the best operational stability among all “n-i-
p” PSCs with Cu electrode. In contrast, the reference PSCs 
decreased to less than 20% of its initial value after only one 
hour, demonstrating poor operational stability, which can 
be attributed to the undesirable ion migrations under light 
soaking, which accelerated the reactions between the perovs-
kite and the Cu. In contrast, the interlayer ion diffusion and 
subsequent chemical reactions can be effectively inhibited 
by the ITO barrier in the IC-PSCs, resulting in the outstand-
ing operational stability under continuous light illumination.

We then investigated the stability of the IC-PSCs in 
humidity and under thermal treatment. The humidity sta-
bility of unencapsulated PSCs was tested at room tempera-
ture at a relative humidity (RH) of ~ 50%. The IC-PSCs 
maintained 95.7% of the initial efficiency after 500 h 
(Fig. 3e), demonstrating enhanced suppression against 
moisture infiltration of the TCO layer. In comparison, the 
PCE of the reference PSCs decreased to 40% of the initial 
value after only 200 h. Heat is another promoter of ion dif-
fusion. We kept the unencapsulated PSCs at 70 °C (under 
argon atmosphere). The IC-PSCs maintained 96.6% of 

their initial efficiency after continuous heating for 500 h. 
In comparison, the reference devices can only maintain 
less than 30% of their initial value after 50 h (Fig. 3f).

3.4  Elucidating the Underlying Reasons for the Better 
Stabilities of IC‑PSCs

To reveal the underlying reasons for the outstanding per-
formances and stabilities of the IC-PSCs, a series of char-
acterizations were conducted. Thermal image microscopy 
was performed to evaluate the leakage current in both 
devices. Obvious hot spots appeared in the reference PSC 
after 27 cycles under 0.5 V bias, with a leakage current of 
1.2 mA (Fig. S3). In contrast, no obvious hot spots were 
found in IC-PSC (Fig. S4) after 28 cycles under 1.0 V bias, 
with a leakage current of only 28 nA. The exceptionally 
low leakage current explains an enhanced electrical sta-
bility under bias and larger shunt resistance of IC-PSCs.

Numerous pinholes were observed in the spiro-OMeTAD 
and  MoOx layers for the reference PSC by atomic force 
microscopy (AFM) test (Figs.  4a, b and S110), while 
they were completely filled by the ITO layer in the IC-
PSC (Fig.  4c), leading to a dense and uniform film as 
shown by SEM in Fig. 4d.We speculate that the pinholes 

Fig. 4  Characterization of the devices. AFM images for the a Spiro-OMeTAD, b  MoOx and c ITO surface morphology of the partial PSC 
device. d SEM of the ITO film based on partial PSC. e Optical images (front and glass side) of the aged IC-PSC and reference PSC after 1000 h 
of MPPT. f, XPS spectra of the aged PSC electrode surface copper valence state after 1000 h of MPPT. Cross section EDX mapping of Cu, I, 
and Pb elements for aged IC-PSC (g) and reference PSC (h) after 1000 h of MPPT
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in spiro-OMeTAD and  MoOx layers can serve as channels 
for ion diffusion, which can accommodate the downward 
diffusion of copper and upward diffusion of iodine, form-
ing defects and resulting in a PCE decrease in the reference 
devices. The low formation enthalpy (Table S2) of CuI indi-
cates that the copper is prone to reaction with iodine [35], 
which deteriorates the perovskite films, leading to poor sta-
bility and low PCE for the reference devices. In contrast, the 
compact ITO film can serve as a physical barrier to inhibit 
undesired ion diffusion and defect generation as well as the 
subsequent chemical reactions, contributing to the excellent 
long-term stability of IC-PSCs. The ion diffusion and the 
resulting degradation can also be evident by the comparison 
of the optical image of the aged devices (Fig. 4e).

The aged devices (after 1000 h of light soaking) were 
subjected to a series of in-depth and systematic characteri-
zations to reveal the key role of IC composite electrodes in 
improving the stability of PSC devices and the underlying 
degradation mechanism of the reference devices. X-ray pho-
toelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measurements (Fig. 4f) show 
that after 1000 h of continuous light aging, the IC-PSCs 
maintained a strong  Cu0 signal, indicating that the copper in 
the IC electrode was well protected and did not suffer from 
chemical reactions. In contrast, for the reference devices, 
a strong  Cu+ signal was observed, while the  Cu0 was seri-
ously diminished. The XPS results show an obvious chemi-
cal change from  Cu0 to  Cu+ for the copper electrode of the 
reference PSCs, thus losing its good conductivity.

Cross-sectional energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy 
(EDS) was applied to map the distribution of the elements of 
interest in the aged devices. For the aged IC-PSCs (Fig. 4g), 
Cu is located on top of the devices. In contrast, Cu is distrib-
uted throughout the device in both the electrode and perovs-
kite layers for the aged reference device (Fig. 4h). Moreover, 
iodine (I) is observed in the electrode layer for the aged 
reference devices (Fig. 4h). We speculate that the Cu from 
the electrode diffused through the hole transporting layer 
into the perovskite layer, and the iodine from the perovskite 
layer diffused into the electrode layer for the aged reference 
PSCs. A large amount of Cu can serve as traps in perovskite, 
and iodine can decrease the conductivity of Cu, which are 
unfavorable for the photovoltaic performances and long-term 
stabilities of PSCs.

Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) depth profiling gives 
an in-depth view of quantitative analysis by tracking the key 
elements Cu, I, In, and Pb. The AES spectrum can clearly 
show the functional layers in terms of element distribution 
and respective concentrations and can visually distinguish 
the sharp interface of each functional layer, namely perovs-
kite/Spiro-OMeTAD/ITO/Cu. As shown in Figs. 5a and S12, 
for the IC-PSCs, the copper is localized in the electrode with 
no obvious signal in other layers after 1000 h of aging under 
continuous illumination, indicating that the Cu diffusion was 
effectively suppressed by the ITO barrier in the compos-
ite electrode. The AES signals of I and Pb are exclusively 
detected in the perovskite layer with no obvious diffusion 
to other layers, showing the ion migrations from perovskite 
to metal can be blocked by the ITO layer in the composite 
IC electrode. In contrast, strong diffusion is observed in the 
aged reference PSCs (Fig. 5b) with obscure interfaces in 
AES patterns. The Cu concentration is sharply decreased 
in the electrode layer, while the signal of Cu was consider-
ably increased in the perovskite layer, indicating the diffu-
sion of Cu from the electrode into the perovskite layer. In 
addition, the iodine concentration significantly increased in 
the electrode layer, indicating the iodine diffusion from the 
perovskite layer to the electrode, which is consistent with the 
XPS and EDS mapping results.

To further understand the degradation mechanism, we 
carefully removed the electrode with adhesive tape and dis-
solved the hole transport layer with toluene to expose the 
perovskite layer of the aged PSCs for further analysis. As 
shown in Fig. 5c, the morphology of the aged perovskite 
layer of IC-PSCs looks similar to that of the fresh perovs-
kite films (as shown in Fig. S13), with complete grains and 
clear boundaries, indicating a well-preserved perovskite film 
after the aging test. In contrast, the morphology of the aged 
perovskite layer of the reference PSCs is severely deterio-
rated (Fig. 5d). Numerous holes were found in the reference 
perovskite film, and we speculate that the holes are formed 
due to the loss of I− because of the chemical reaction with 
Cu and the diffusion of  I− from perovskite into the elec-
trode layer. In addition, many white spots were observed. 
We chose one white spot for EDS mapping, which revealed 
that the proportions of Cu, I and Pb in the spot were 16.10, 
19.63, and 6.66%, respectively, as summarized in Fig. 5f. 
The high concentration of Cu indicates the existence of CuI, 
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which is confirmed by the XRD spectra of the aged reference 
PSCs (Fig. 5e). In addition, compared with the XRD pattern 
of the aged IC-PSCs, the reference PSCs shows an intense 
peak at 11.6°, which can be attributed to the δ-phase  FAPbI3 
(Fig. 5e). The higher amount of δ-phase  FAPbI3 phase can 
also contribute to the PCE decay of the aged reference PSCs.

To summarize, the interlayer diffusions of copper from the 
metal electrode layer and iodine from the perovskite layer 
occur in reference PSCs, particularly under light irradiation 
or heating, resulting in the severe degradations of the per-
ovskite and copper electrode. The introduction of ITO in the 
IC electrode can effectively block the interlayer ion diffu-
sion and the consequent chemical reactions, suppressing the 
formation of defects under external stress. As a result, the 
IC-PSCs showed exceptional overall stabilities under various 
harsh environmental conditions.

3.5  Generality of the Composite Electrode Strategy

We further tested the generality of the composite electrode 
strategy by using different combinations of TCO materials 
(i.e., ITO, IZO, AZO) and low-cost metals (i.e., Cu, Al, Ni) 

for composite electrodes in IC-PSCs. Figure S14 shows the 
J–V curves of PSCs with different composite electrodes and 
Table S3 summarizes the photovoltaic performances. Based 
on the combination of Cu with IZO and AZO, two com-
posite electrodes, namely IZO + Cu (IZC) and AZO + Cu 
(AZC), were produced. The preliminary tests showed that 
after 400 h of continuous light soaking, devices with IZC 
and AZC composite electrodes maintained 87.7 and 86.8% 
of their initial PCE, respectively (Figs. S15 and S16). The 
EDS mapping results confirm that the IZO and AZO layers 
can also serve as effective barriers (Figs. S17 and S18) to 
prevent interlayer ion diffusion. We also tested alternative 
low-cost metal components in the composite electrode by 
using low-cost metals such as aluminum (Al) and nickel 
(Ni), which are also favorable for low-cost PSCs. As the 
energy level diagram (Fig. S19) shows, the insertion of ITO 
between the metal and HTL helps to improve the energy 
level alignment for the PSC. We fabricated PSCs with 
ITO + Al (ITA) and ITO + Ni (ITN) composite electrodes 
and tested their long-term stability. The devices with ITA 
and ITN composite electrodes maintained 95.1 and 91.2% 
of their initial PCEs after 1000 h, while the corresponding 
reference devices with only Al and Ni electrodes decayed 
to almost no efficiency and 56.4% of their initial PCE, 

Fig. 5  In-depth analysis of aged PSCs after 1000 h of MPPT. AES depth profiles for aged IC-PSC (a) and reference PSC (b). c SEM for the per-
ovskite layer morphology of the aged IC-PSCs. d SEM for the perovskite layer morphology of the aged reference PSC. e XRD patterns of aged 
IC-PSC and reference PSC. f EDS point mapping element proportions for the white spot on SEM
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respectively, which demonstrates the generality of the com-
posite electrode strategy (Figs. S20 and S21).

4  Conclusions

In conclusion, we proposed a composite electrode strategy 
combined transparent conducting oxide with low-cost metal 
to improve the long-term stabilities and photovoltaic perfor-
mances of PSCs. We achieved a champion PCE of 23.7% 
with a n-i-p structure device and maintained more than 
90% of the initial PCE after continuous light soaking for 
1000 h. Moreover, the composite electrode enables devices 
with excellent electrical stability under both forward and 
reverse bias. Systematic characterizations revealed that ITO 
in the IC electrode functions well as a barrier to effectively 
suppress the interlayer ion diffusions and defect forma-
tion, which bring about all-around efficiency and stability 
improvement. Furthermore, the composite electrode strategy 
can be extended to combinations of other TCOs and low-cost 
metals. The composite electrode strategy opens a new venue 
to achieve high-performance stable and low-cost perovskite 
optoelectronics in the future.
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